
Push: 2 players, 1 stick. Place other stick out of the way. Both

players grab stick and push.

Pull: 2 players, 1 stick. Both players with hands still on the stick

and Pull.

Lift Stick: Both players now with their sticks in hand. One player

places stick on ice while the other player tries to lift. Do not let it

off the ice.

Lift Stick switch: Switch to the other player with stick on the ice.

1 vs 1: Defender, place puck two feet behind you. 

 has to get by the defender and retrieve the

puck. If successful, give the puck back and repeat.

1 vs 1 switch players.

Repeat steps 1 to 6.

Key Points

Balance is key. To get into your Power Stance slightly bend your

knees.

Keep the middle of your body aligned to the middle of his when

doing the 1 on 1's.

HCF 10U Week 12- Transitions

Theme- Transitions. What they are, how they related to offensive/defensive habits

Free Play 3 mins

Push, Pull, Lift Stick, 1 vs 1 & Repeat 5 mins

The offensive player



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Goalie 101 0 mins



Pick a variation below, players must tag with hands, adapt to available
space.

Sharks and minnows- Minnows who get tagged are become

sharks to help. Progressions- have players start on knees, bellies,

backs, etc.

Freeze tag- coach picks how to "unfreeze" teammates (slide

through legs, skate circle around, etc.). 

Glove tag- coaches throw gloves at kids to tag and freeze

them. Don't have kids be "it" and throw gloves!

Forwards/Backwards tag- conduct in NZ, players must skate

forwards on one side, backwards on the other. Make rule so

players always pivoting one direction, then switch. 

Net Tag- Xs attempt to evade   using nets/tires/barriers as a

screen. 

Everybody's it- Self explanitory, try to tag others but not get

tagged themselves. If someone gets tagged they do an exercise

(jumping jacks, etc.) then continue. Progression- add cones for

"safe zone" where they can't be tagged but can only remain for 3

seconds. Instead of cones, players drop to hands and knees for

"safe zone" anywhere in area.

Lightning Tag- Same as Everybody's It except when player is

tagged they must take a knee. They must watch their tagger and

become free when their tagger is tagged by someone else. 

Evasion tag (older kids)- Players partner up. Tagger is skating

forwards, person trying not to be tagged is skating backwards.

Backwards skater is using edgework trying to evade person

going forwards (30 sec on/30 sec off). Have multiple groups

occuring at once

Progressions
Start with no sticks for less experienced players

Change up skating technique, ex. backwards skating, always

facing the same direction, both skates stay on the ice, etc.

Give both players a ring of a puck for work on puck control

while skating fast, include multiple taggers on certain drills, etc.

Key Points

Skating and edgework- kids are developing skating skills without

knowing it!

Tag variations 7 mins

-



Coach splits players into two groups, one inside the circle and the other
lined up as shown. The group inside the circle has pucks, and start by
stickhandling around inside the circle. On command from the coach
players must exchange passes with each teammate on the outside while
remaining inside the circle themselves. The goal is to be the �rst player
to complete all their passes and coaches can make it a race. When
complete switch groups.
Progressions

Make rules on what type of passes players must make; forehand,

backhand, one-touch, sauce

Key Points

Head up, if teammate on the outside already has a puck �nd

another player who is ready to accept a pass, don't pass to

someone who already has a puck!

Great game to work on communication. Encourage players to

call to their passer and establish eye contact before passing

Players in circle should not stop and stand stationary when

waiting for a return pass. Keep moving and provide a good

target to pass to

Don't turn back on the pass

Coach dumps a puck into the playing area and one player from each
line competes for the puck. Players are allowed to score on either net. If
someone scores or puck goes out of play coach introduces a new one.
Play 30ish seconds each. Game calls for mini nets, but intermediate
nets, or tires can be used in lieu of.
Progressions: Can score on only 1 net, make 2v2.
Back to Back 1 vs 1 with Mini Nets (icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/back-back-1-vs-
1-mini-nets?position=22&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-
zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE>

Key Points

Use body to protect the puck while battling for good

positioning.

Coach draws line on ice dividing zone in half, making the "blueline" and
teams are divided in half. Simple game of 3v3, puck must enter the
offensive zone before any players, thus creating an offside
opportunity. If a player goes offside coach blows whistle and opposing
team gets possession of puck. 

Key Points

Introduction to offside for younger players

Players must get back on defense, no cherry picking!

Pinball Wizard 7 mins

Back to Back 1v1 7 mins

Offside Game 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/back-back-1-vs-1-mini-nets?position=22&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE


Setup as shown depending on ice availability.

On signal defending player ( ) skates towards attacking player

( ) who starts with puck. pivots backwards at which point 

can attack the net, play it out 1v1. On whistle discards

that oppenent and starts 1v1 with a different line, continue until

defender has played each line once.

Similar to above except defending player is not pivoting. As soon

as starts skating towards a line that player is able to attack the

net. Defender must close gap and angle to create turnover.

Key Points

Proper gap, make sure defender is getting close to play to

engage quickly and not skating backwards all the way to the net.

This is an offense, defense, out game. Two  start on offense trying to
score with two  on defense. When the defensive players get the puck
they must skate it out to the top of the circle before passing it to the
next players in line who attack trying to score. The players that were on
offense are now on defense. Game is continuous.
Progression

Can expand to play in the entire zone, 3v3 or 4v4. 

Key Points

Create passing/shooting lanes

Make a play on defense to get the puck out. Don't let next group

stand on boards hoping for a rim for change of possession

Eight players are in the zone, to go on offense you must make a pass
over the center line. When that pass is made, one of the players can join
over the line and make it 3v2. If the defending team steal the puck, they
make a pass over the line and one players jumps in while a player on
offense back checks to make it a 3v2 the other way. Attacking team
always has the 3v2 advantage.

Key Points

Spring to support puck carrier

Read and react situationally

1v1 x 4 Gap 7 mins
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2v2 Transition Game 7 mins
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Carolina 3v2 transition 8 mins


